
Ovingham Middle School Subject Overview Year 6  

Subject:  Music

Each column represents an approximate half term starting at 1 = September to October
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Topic Grieg ‘In The Hall of 
The Mountain King.’

Musical Ladders Indonesian Gamelan Cyclic Patterns Exploring Hooks and 
Riffs on ipads

Hooks and riffs in pop 
songs.

Areas of curriculum 
covered

Through listening, 
composing, and 
performing, pupils are 
introduced to this 
piece of music, the 
genre, and the 
context. They further 
develop their 
understanding of 
orchestral 
instruments and 
create new pieces of 
incidental music (the 
background music to 
a story or a play).

Through listening, and 
performing, pupils 
build up the skills, 
knowledge and 
understanding of a 
variety of scales 
which can be used in 
future composition 
work.

This unit introduces 
pupils to the timbres, 
rhythms, melodies 
and structure of the 
Indonesian Gamelan.  
Pupils explore the 
cultural context of 
Gamelan before 
learning about the 
“interlocking” 
structure of repeating 
Gamelan melodies.

Through listening, 
composing, and 
performing,  this unit 
further builds on 
musical repetition  by 
exploring how cyclic 
patterns can be built 
up in different 
textural layers in 
small group work.

Through listening, 
composing, and 
performing pupils 
learn how to  
distinguish between 
Hooks, Riffs and 
Ostinatos and then 
use ipads to create 
their own electronic 
music that uses these 
devices.

.

Pupils revisit rhythm 
and pulse from year 
5. They learn to listen 
to and repeat short 
riffs from 2 or 3 notes 
as well as using those 
notes to improvise 
and create new riffs in 
a pop song. 
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Please be aware that each class is unique and although the above planning will be followed as close as possible, at times, and with individual classes, we may deliver 
deeper, extended learning into a topic, move faster to another topic or go slower to make sure we have clarified learning. 

If you are in any doubt or have any specific questions about this subject please contact the subject coordinator: Mrs Wood.   


